Sound Bites in front of the Abyss of God’s Wrath

#5 - Why did it Happen to me? (12-18-2016)
The Torah-Bible reports science information from the metaphysical Heh-dimension that could widen
knowledge horizons, if you are interested in the paradox of life. Checking my personal history, I
wondered why I was spared from death numerous times and still marvel, thus I was urged to further
research the “why”. The reality of a deadly encounter could be revealed to a Christian. Perhaps the
Creator ELOHIM wanted some special people seated at his kings table, thus some became privileged
among millions. Studying Bible history could explain why some individuals left a unique mark on
earth by writing about their experience, later venerated as special saints.
In the beginning of the Kosmos a disposition just happened. No one knows why. Perhaps the Creator
needed to modify his creation to find out who is loyal and happy to live in His house by His rules.
Was the self-interested angel community well adjusted, or were some dissatisfied with their neighbor
causing trouble? Eventually Lucifer rebelled in 4488 BC, which revealed that many angels disagreed.
They were condemned to live in outer darkness forever, changed to demons. EVIL, like a cancer, will
propagate and destroy every life form, ending in utter chaos. Thus, God the Creator had to insert a
correction for a future Kosmos, shifted to a lower detour level. A replacement administration began
with the Adam and Eve story to expand the Kosmos, but this time mankind was replicated in two
stages like nature’s caterpillar-butterfly cycle. Now everyone must pass the test of Good & Evil, not
created robots like angels who could no longer be trusted. Some special people were selected from
mankind destined to co-rule the Kosmos called the Firstborn or Saints, the last word in the Bible.
Angels originally were designed to live forever with a free will to choose, not being robots. Thus,
they could disagree and go against the Creator, as some did not appreciate the environment he
provided. Scripture recorded a huge rebellion instigated by the highest Cherub-angel Lucifer, who
threw the Kosmos into turmoil. God the Creator knew about it beforehand, thus he built in a test,
designed like a cuckoo clock, to announce the point where some angels would be unhappy no longer
loyal to the king. This started a plan to replace an administration that became vacant when the
rebellious angels were demoted to demons and sent into outer darkness, lest they spoil the happiness
of the remaining angel community. The designed mortal replacement was built on a two-stage
system as illustrate in nature by the caterpillar-cocoon-butterfly lifecycle. However, those removed
had to live forever in outer darkness, a horribly endless existence, thus God revealed his supreme
Love when he became visible to introduce Eternal Death for those he created who want out. Satan is
now employed to inoculate mortals to be immune with a good dose of evil. Closing the “Time”
curtain, only mortals have the option Mercy onto Life or Mercy onto Death.
But Mortals have no capacity to comprehend an invisible spirit Creator expressed in brilliant invisible
light, thus he decided to become visible which got the angels to rejoice being born as Yeshua-Jesus.
He became visibly shrouded in a son-father relationship to explain a divine paradox to lower created
minds. It required a new Daleth entropy dimension to be born mortal. Only a divine essence could
atone for the Kosmos violation Satan caused, thus he died on a cross for a leftover problem. But
when the shrouded Deity died, he demonstrated a new Law of Kosmos DEATH for every created
being, which was even beneficial for demons now in hell, created to live forever. When Yeshua died
on the cross, it revealed his hidden Love to a disturbed Kosmos now made whole again.
Check the human history and put it alongside the Torah-Bible to understand a mystery not taught in
church, as most theologians rebelled being misled by Satan’s deception and lies. Mankind has again
reached the point of absolute Evil through GMOs by permanently altering genetically the intelligence
of the creation, linked to poisoning the environment worldwide, willfully causing massive extinction,
destroyed by an unforgiving nature. Evil to the core scientists changed genetically the food supply
for future generations. Worse, some are giving birth to cross aberrations half-human / half-animals to
alter the human race along with destroying all Life on earth. Watch God’s Wrath interfering once
more like Sodom and Gomorrah or replicating the destruction of Atlantis - Noah’s civilization.
To rebalance the Kosmos with no more Evil, only the Torah-Bible conveys the purpose of how Life
will be continued. Thus, everyone must pass a test to be invited to the “New” earth home, but we must
be forgiven to be resurrected at the end of the Time, why not accept eternal Life the Creator offered.
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